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This paper was prepared as a point of departure for a panel discussion at the Electronic Discovery Institute (EDI)
Leadership Summit in Ft. Lauderdale FL USA, October 19, 2012.
The general subject for the panel discussion was “Knowledge Management,” with the emphasis on knowledge
strategy as an emerging management methodology. The leadership and management roles of corporate knowledge
strategists – senior employees with expertise in information and knowledge strategy – are described as fundamental
to the success of the company’s approach to managing corporate or organizational intellectual capital.
The following description of the panel discussion was published as preliminary material distributed to Summit
participants:
When drowning in a sea of information, culling and managing knowledge imbedded in that
information is critical to success and risk avoidance. This panel will join faculty teaching in
Columbia University’s Master of Science in Information and Knowledge Strategy (IKNS)
program and explore knowledge development and knowledge sharing (KD/KS), the new and
cutting-edge discipline that allows companies and organizations to turn information into lasting
and useful knowledge.
Participants in the program were:
Nishan DeSilva, Director, Information and General Management Compliance, Microsoft Legal
Operations Group
Dotti Gosper, Global Systems & Effectiveness Manager, Mars, Incorporated – Legal
Anne Kershaw, Founder, A. Kershaw, P.C. Attorneys & Consultants; Co-Founder, e-Discovery
Institute; Lecturer, Columbia University M.S. in Information and Knowledge Strategy program
Pamela Tripp-Melby, Division Chief, Information Services, International Monetary Fund
The Panel Moderator was Guy St. Clair, Lecturer, Columbia University M.S. in Information and
Knowledge Strategy program and President and Consulting Specialist for Knowledge Services, SMR
International.
Introduction
During the last decade – and in some cases stretching out over another prior decade or so – corporate and
organizational leaders have come to recognize the benefits of high-quality information and knowledge management.
It has been a phenomenal realization, this sea change in organizational management, and it affects every information
and knowledge exchange that takes place in every functional unit of every company or organization (indeed, some
make the case that this move toward quality information sharing is taking place in society at large). Thus it is no
surprise that with all the talk about “big data” and “drowning in information,” companies and organizations have
devised new approaches to information and knowledge management. These include solutions seeking to address the
very time-consuming and expensive e-discovery process, the subject of the EDI Leadership Summit. What we are

witnessing is nothing less than a cutting-edge opening for innovative thinking, as enterprise leaders think about their
company’s intellectual capital, and about how critical it is to manage that knowledge carefully.
It wasn’t always like this. For many years, people who needed information or knowledge for their work just figured
out how to get it, sometimes doing a good job of it and at other times costing the firm or the company great deals of
money because the needed information was so hard to come by. But by the 1980s or so, certain signs were leading
us to think seriously about the management of information and knowledge. For one thing, increased computer power
had put us all on guard that something important was happening. While some of the runes were misread (such as the
prediction about the “paperless office” – remember that one?), there was no doubt but that the new field of
information management and information science would enable sophisticated information capture and retrieval.
Lynne Brindley, Chief Executive, The British Library, has described what happened:
The concept of the information strategy was emerging, whereby information and libraries were seen as
important knowledge resources to be harnessed and increasingly treated as a strategic asset – to underpin
teaching and learning, research and knowledge transfer activities – which needed to be valued and
managed.
Information strategies emerged in the 1990s in universities, with more or less enthusiasm, and beyond
universities the focus was on the discipline of knowledge management, the concept of knowledge
exploitation for competitive edge. There was recognition of the increasing economic value of information –
of knowledge, both tacit (in people’s heads) and explicit (more formal), as a key element of the corporate
assets of the business.1
Brindley went on to note that a strong proponent in this recognition of the emerging knowledge-based economy was
Thomas Stewart, who had defined intellectual capital as “intellectual material that is put to use to create wealth.” In
doing so, Stewart introduced the concept of KM (although it was not called “KM” at the time): “Intellectual capital,”
he said, “is the sum of everything everybody in a company knows that gives it a competitive edge.” 2
So the movement toward “knowledge management” now began to make sense, and KM began to gain attention
among leaders in the management community. And as management began to connect the electronic capture of KM
elements with knowledge sharing, performance, and strategic learning, the advantages of KM began to fall into
place (and, importantly, to be recognized as corporate advantages). These advantages, in turn, began to make even
more sense when senior managers began to recognize the futility of speaking about “managing” knowledge and put
their interest in knowledge development and knowledge sharing in more practical terms.
By the late 1990s, we were speaking about knowledge services, the management and service-delivery methodology
– a way to work – that combines information management, KM, and strategic learning into a single over-arching
operational function. As a management methodology, knowledge services recognizes that the most critical asset of
any group or environment is what its people know, and this knowledge – this intellectual capital – is the
organization’s most competitive asset. Moving to knowledge services provides the organization with the tools its
people require for ensuring that the organization’s intellectual assets are captured, organized, analyzed, interpreted,
and customized for maximum return to the institution, a direction this author asserted when writing about knowledge
services.3
But these efforts were not enough. Why? Because managers, corporate executives, and even leaders in organizations
and institutions that were not necessarily business-focused required a unified approach. For efficiency and for
effectiveness, they needed an enterprise-wide knowledge strategy that applied to all strategic knowledge and would
enable the enterprise to access and deliver any content connecting to any part of the organization and, not to be
dismissed, to its success.
They wanted a practical approach to managing information, knowledge, and strategic learning across the enterprise.
Management leaders had already learned that enterprise-wide knowledge development and knowledge sharing (what
we think of as “KD/KS”) could not take place through the outputs of discrete functional entities. While these many
functional units (records management departments, for example, or specialized research libraries, corporate
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archives, staff training and learning units, information technology departments, database design units, or web
development units, to name a few) were being created and put into place as individual and separate operational
entities, no one was looking after enterprise-wide KD/KS. No thought was given to an institutional or organizational
knowledge culture, one that would engage not only the usual knowledge-focused units of the organization, but all
functional units (since all units must develop and share knowledge). The entire organization needed a practical way
to deal with knowledge, to establish some sort of efficiency in each section and be of benefit to the larger enterprise.
Hence knowledge strategy. And the knowledge strategists to do the job.
The development of knowledge strategy – like the development of any business or management strategy – is nothing
more that an attempt to decide upon a group of actions or activities that will produce an agreed-upon goal. Managers
strategize all the time, and most managers are happy to do so. Developing strategy (regardless of the organization’s
subject matter, the workplace focus, or even the management structure of the institutions or firms that employ the
managers) is all based on the idea that with a strategy in place, the company can accomplish what it has chosen to
accomplish. And an added benefit of developing strategy is that the very act forces managers and their staffs to give
thought to whatever organizational vision, mission, and values are in place. Basically they are developing a road
map for action, including (built in to every strategy) a framework for monitoring what is accomplished and assessing
the results.
As it happens – and it’s the beauty of knowledge strategy – all activities, at every level, require KD/KS. The
principles of whatever line of work for which knowledge is developed and shared can be applied to the management
of all of the company’s intellectual capital and, at the same time, ensure that knowledge services – as a management
and service-delivery tool – rises to the highest levels knowledge services can achieve.
The Knowledge Strategist
As an emerging management methodology, there are not yet a great many jobs with the exact title of “knowledge
strategist,” but we can expect to see them listed in the future. Employers today are seeking knowledge professionals
for a wide range of responsibilities in knowledge work, and they all incorporate much – if not all – of the elements
built into information and knowledge strategy as a discipline. Examples can be found in the topics taught in
Columbia University’s Master of Science in Information and Knowledge Strategy program (currently the only
graduate program focusing exclusively on information and knowledge strategy), and it is easy to see how more
general subjects, when pointed in the direction of information- and knowledge-related organizational needs, can
support the work of the knowledge strategist. These knowledge executives and junior executives must have
expertise in such areas as knowledge-focused project management, business analytics and strategic intelligence,
information policy and regulatory issues, and the organization of and access to information and knowledge. It is this
expertise that establishes the value of the knowledge strategists (however their jobs are designated) to the companies
and organizations that employ them.
Those who work (or will work) as knowledge strategists reflect many different prior professional experiences, and
many people moving into this work, it seems, are mid-career job changers seeking to take their work to a different
level. As for their backgrounds, many knowledge strategists (perhaps most, at the present time) seem to migrate to
information- and knowledge-focused work through their earlier experiences as subject-matter experts in the field in
which they are employed. At the same time, there are certain working professionals who are naturally positioned for
success as knowledge strategists. Panelist Pamela Tripp-Melby points to the value of the contributions different
kinds of knowledge professionals can make as knowledge strategists, particularly to the challenges of e-discovery.
It’s important to recognize the contributions different kinds of information and knowledge professionals
can make to the challenges of e-discovery. In my work, I frequently come across special librarians, records
managers, archivists, and enterprise metadata specialists – among others – who have important skills to
contribute to the larger knowledge strategy development process and, in particular, to the implementation
of the organization’s knowledge strategy once is has been agreed upon. These knowledge workers are
already “ahead of the game” and can be especially valuable for companies moving seriously into ediscovery. (Pamela Tripp-Melby, personal communication, August 27, 2012)
Taking this idea one step further, the author, speaking at the Annual Conference of the Special Libraries Association
in July, 2012 encouraged specialist librarians – those library and information professionals employed in libraries and
research centers designed for specialized research – to consider moving to careers in knowledge strategy. 4
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So in these early days of knowledge strategy, jobs being advertised do not, generally speaking, make reference to the
need for a “knowledge strategist.” At the present time these jobs require the expertise, education, and management
and leadership skills identified by corporate management for people who will perform what are – under a variety of
descriptions – tasks and responsibilities leading to the development and implementation of solid knowledge strategy.
Marni Baker-Stein has noticed the amazingly wide variety in people drawn to knowledge strategy. Dr. Baker-Stein
is Senior Associate Dean for Curriculum and Planning at the Columbia University School of Continuing Education,
where the graduate program in information and knowledge strategy, noted above, is offered. She puts it this way:
“Students coming into the program,” Dr. Baker-Stein says, “are coming from 18 or 19 different industries. Once
they graduate from our program, they are expecting to become leaders in these emerging fields relating to
information and knowledge strategy, working in these same industries.” 5
Coming from this broad range of industries and professions, knowledge strategists are found to be working under
many job titles (“knowledge consultant,” “knowledge architect,” “content records manager,” “knowledge analyst,”
“knowledge process engineer,” “knowledge specialist,” “collaboration specialist,” and “KM systems manager” are a
few). As these are just the beginning stages of this important new line of work, most of us involved in knowledge
strategy feel safe in predicting that in the not-too-distant future there will be senior executive positions at the C-suite
level, beyond the current CIOs, CTOs, CKOs, and CLOs, with titles like the “Chief Knowledge Strategist” or “Chief
Research Management Strategist.”
With specific reference to e-discovery and the legal profession, the workplace efforts of knowledge workers with
knowledge strategy skills can be seen in a variety of activities and responsibilities. Anne Kershaw at the e-Discovery
Institute has identified several:
The advent of knowledge strategy disciplines and workers in the corporate environment represents a whole
new way of thinking about how we manage discovery for litigation and investigation. In short, knowledge
strategy has the potential to eliminate huge costs and issues associated with e-discovery. If we know what
we know and know where to find it – which is what knowledge strategy is all about – we can better satisfy
our legal discovery obligations efficiently and quickly for all purposes. (Anne Kershaw, personal
communication, September 16, 2012)
Shannon Spangler, too, identifies roles and responsibilities for knowledge strategists, not only in law, but in other
fields as well. Spangler, also at the e-Discovery Institute, has this to say about the advantages of learning about
knowledge strategy in the workplace:
One of the advantages of learning about information and knowledge strategy in today’s work environment
is the wide variety of applications we come across. We give plenty of attention to how knowledge strategy
is used in e-discovery and the legal profession. Beyond that, though, we match knowledge strategy with
business analytics and strategic intelligence, with project management, and with the role of social media in
the workplace. And these are just a few of the many areas that connect with knowledge strategy. There is
an amazingly wide range of opportunities for applying the principles of information and knowledge
strategy in a variety of settings. (Shannon L. Spangler, personal communication, September 2, 2012)
All of these types of work come together in the two workplace roles that define the knowledge strategists. To be
successful, knowledge strategists must be prepared to manage, and they must lead.
The Management Role
Experienced managers must be multi-talented, of course. Yet when we speak with managers about their work, most
of the talk seems to be about dealing with finances and cost situations or (perhaps “and/or”) working with others in
the company who are not necessarily information- or knowledge-focused but who have a solid understanding of the
company’s business needs.
In an unpublished paper, prepared as his graduate thesis at Columbia University, Audie O. Cruz Garcia provides a
useful and probably fairly typical example of the former:
Reducing cost for e-discovery has always been challenging and there are two ways to approach it. There is
a preventive approach and a reactive. The preventive approach uses a records management program that
will organize the information within the organization as it is acquired and make it more easily searchable.
The reactive approach will use all available tools to find the information once there is a legal request to
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produce it. However records management can only do so much. Even a large amount of organized
information can only be reduced efficiently if the right tools are available. Consequently, organizations
look for the best tool to search information. Vendors face the challenge of dealing with the increasing
amount of information that needs to be searched and providing the best service for their clients.6
It is this kind of financial challenge – and especially from a “big-picture” strategic planning point of view – that the
knowledge strategist as manager must deal with. When is the best time to decide whether the overall records
management approach will be preventive? Is it better to wait until there is a need – as is the case in some large
organizations – and go “back” to the preventive as the KD/KS planning team is attempting to deal with the
“reactive”? These are not easy questions to answer, and they put knowledge strategists to the test frequently as they
perform management responsibilities.
In a similar test, as Panelist Dotti Gosper describes, the knowledge strategist as a manager has a very specific
responsibility to take the KD/KS message out to the larger organization, particularly in guiding the legal team in
understanding that information- and knowledge-related success depends on a solid infrastructure. It’s a management
duty that seems to call for the unique qualifications of the knowledge strategist.
For people working with knowledge strategy, one of their most important responsibilities is
communication. These knowledge specialists must be able to convey to company leaders the realities and
limitations of what can be done within the framework of the company’s technical infrastructure. These
often pose challenges that require collaboration and on-going communication, and knowledge strategists
must have expert skills in these areas. (Dotti Gosper, personal communication, September 4, 2012)
There are other characteristics, too, that strongly support the
knowledge strategist’s work as the knowledge authority – the “goto” executive, perhaps – in the enterprise. Cynthia A. Montgomery,
who specializes in connecting leadership with business management,
finds three connected pursuits for business strategists, and I would
argue that they are particularly appropriate for the knowledge
strategist. In a recent article, Montgomery builds on the thesis of her
book, The Strategist: Be the Leader Your Business Needs7 and
describes the strategist as a meaning maker for companies, as a voice
of reason, and as an operator.
With respect to the strategist as meaning maker, Montgomery
describes how “…it is the leader – the strategist as meaning maker –
who must make vital choices that determine a company’s very
identity.”8 Surely this is a management determination that, in the
case of the knowledge strategist, can be argued to take on a critical
place in the establishment of company or organization as a
knowledge culture, an assignment that – it is becoming clear – senior
management and enterprise leadership is expecting of the knowledge
strategist.

The Return to Meaning
The attachment to meaning is also a
direction offered by James Gleick in his
important work about information and
knowledge in society (and in the
workplace). Although Gleick does not
specifically attach his concept (and that of
Jean-Pierre Dupuy, whom he quotes) to
the connection of meaning with the
organizational
requirements
of
a
knowledge strategy, the connection is clear
to knowledge strategists. See: “It was
inevitable that meaning would force its
way back in.”: Jean-Pierre Dupuy, The
Mechanization of the Mind: On the
Origins of Cognitive Science, trans. M. B.
DeBevoise (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 2000), 119, in “Epilogue
(The Return of Meaning)” in Gleick,
James (2011) The Information: A History.
A Theory. A Flood. New York, NY:
Pantheon.

And the knowledge strategist as a voice of reason? Absolutely. If
there is any one function that the organization’s stakeholders must
learn to understand, it is the on-going quest for success with KD/KS.
Yet most people – even people who self-identify as “knowledge workers” – don’t think about knowledge
development and knowledge sharing. It is just “something we do.” Or not, as is often the case, which is why the
knowledge strategist not only must assume responsibility for ensuring that KD/KS is embraced as a “normal” part of
the working life of the firm’s employees and clients. When called upon (as happens often, or which should happen
often), the knowledge strategist must also lead the way in setting up – or working with the people who set up – the
company’s change management processes and activities. This, as much as anything connected with knowledge
strategy, is a continuing challenge. The knowledge strategist – as the organization’s voice of reason in matters
having to do with the management of the company’s intellectual capital – has an obligation and the opportunity to
see that KD/KS succeeds, and if change is required – as it will be – to ensure that change management principles are
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followed and that the change management function is undertaken for implementing the identified and required
changes.
In the third role of the general strategist, Montgomery also makes a strong case for the knowledge strategist when
she writes of the strategist as an operator:
A great strategy, in short, is not a dream or a lofty idea, but rather the bridge between the economics of a
market, the ideas at the core of a business, and action. To be sound, that bridge must rest on a foundation of
clarity and realism, and it also needs a real operating sensibility.
A critical task of the knowledge strategist is to ensure that the practical, everyday realities of KM and knowledge
services are designed into any knowledge strategy being developed. Whether the strategy is expected to provide
guidelines for an enterprise-wide knowledge activity, or whether the focus is on a narrower and immediate shortterm quick win, the knowledge strategist as operator continually keeps in mind the “distance” (it might be called)
between theory and application. In its simplest and perhaps most reasonable framework, the whole purpose of
knowledge development and knowledge sharing is to establish a connection between what is developed and shared
and how it is applied in the workplace. That application can, of course be rooted (and often is rooted) in the
mundane day-to-day work that we just have to get done, and with a strong KD/KS structure, all stakeholders are able
to perform those tasks as well as they can be performed. At the same time, though, there is the great goal of seeking
and accelerating innovation, getting beyond the mundane, and it is in this role that the knowledge strategist as
operator flourishes.
The Leadership Role
As a manager, the knowledge strategist has a critical function in the organization, and going further, the manager-asleader construct could almost have been designed with the knowledge strategist in mind. Not only does Montgomery
(and many others) focus on the leadership role of managers, this claim can even be strengthened from our
background in the study of leadership. Peter F. Drucker, for example, seemed to be emphasizing throughout his long
career the “higher” role of the leader/manager, and his advice about integrity in leadership (“…it is character
through which leadership is exercised; it is character that sets the example and is imitated.” 9) makes sense for the
knowledge strategist. In dealing with information- and knowledge-related activities, the leader-manager’s work is
two-fold, to manage the successful deployment of knowledge strategy to ensure the continuing success of the
company’s KD/KS process, and to maintain (or to establish, if it is not already in place) the organization as a
knowledge culture. It is in this latter role that the knowledge strategist excels (and in which Drucker’s direction
comes to its highest fruition), working with all the elements of the organization to ensure that beliefs and values
build on and connect with an understanding of the organization of information, knowledge, and strategic learning,
and that those disciplines – those knowledge services – converge for the benefit of the company.
When there is a corporate knowledge culture, the knowledge strategist is positioned to move information- and
knowledge-related programs forward. Panelist Nishan DeSilva describes how – in looking at the overall
environmental ambiance for success with KD/KS – the company’s culture plays an influential role in the success of
the knowledge strategist’s work.
In almost every company or organization, there are wide variations in awareness about the value and the
importance of the knowledge-sharing function. At the same time, the company’s structure as a knowledge
culture has great influence in policy development, and when the knowledge strategist is experienced in
such activities as conducting the knowledge audit or working with the knowledge strategy development
team, that influence comes into play. (Nishan DeSilva, personal communication, September 4, 2012)
In many situations in the knowledge strategist’s work, leadership principles from other types of work or industries
can transition very usefully into the knowledge domain. Lee Igel, for example, has identified six leadership
principles which he put forward in an important paper published in the May/June 2012 issue of Physician Executive
Journal. Dr. Igel’s “Six Core Principles for Creating Strong Physician Leaders” are, in my opinion, appropriate for
any manager/leader10 (I made use of Dr. Igel’s six principles, together with examples how these principles can be
applied in the work of knowledge strategists, in the presentation for specialist librarians referred to earlier).
Following on from what has been said about the work of the knowledge strategist, doesn’t it make sense that these
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principles provide the knowledge strategist with a strong framework for taking charge of the company’s enterprisewide information, knowledge, and strategic learning function?
Dr. Igel’s leadership “action principles” (we might call them) can be listed here. They work as well for knowledge
strategists as they do for physician executives and, indeed, might even be characterized as essential attributes for
knowledge strategists who lead KD/KS success in their employing organizations:
1. Focus on what needs to be done
2. Focus on values as the dominant chord
3. Identify and respond to your professional “defining moment”
4. Emphasize learning over metrics
5. Embrace continuous learning and how it mobilizes multiple knowledges
6. Conserve what works and abandon what doesn’t.
Knowledge Strategist = Knowledge Thought Leader
As it turns out, in those organizations and companies where the knowledge strategist’s position and
accomplishments are recognized as contributing to organizational effectiveness – as Panelist Pamela Tripp-Melby
has pointed out – the larger enterprise gets double benefits. It is not only a situation in which the knowledge
strategist influences the success of the company in how it does business. Simply with the authority and the
responsibility for managing strategy as it relates to the company’s pursuit of excellence in KD/KS, the knowledge
strategist also ensures that information and knowledge are better organized for e-discovery when e-discovery is
required. (Pamela Tripp-Melby, personal communication, September 4, 2012)
When these knowledge strategy-focused activities are initiated and when the benefits accrue, the knowledge
strategist has attained a place in the organizational culture (not just the organization as a knowledge culture) that
many knowledge workers aspire to but few achieve: adding value because of the identified and recognized output of
the excellence of the KD/KS process.
Getting to that KD/KS excellence is a goal Tim Powell recognizes. As someone who works with companies as they
pursue knowledge value, Powell has frequent opportunities to observe what works and what doesn’t, and his focus
on the Knowledge Value Chain® helps knowledge strategists relate to how companies work with knowledge value.
Powell’s basic focus, re-iterated recently, sets up an almost-perfect scenario for describing how the knowledge
strategist can perform, when knowledge value comes into the picture:
‘Value creation’ is the fundamental keystone of our competitive economy – and one of the genuine
Mysteries of the Universe. For me one of the best things about business school was the opportunity to
think and talk about value for two intense years – both in an abstract theoretical sense, and in very applied
sense as it relates to creating value in live casebook situations.
You learn not to take value for granted, even to have a certain reverence for it – that it’s transient, not to be
treated carelessly – it can come and go. Much like other living organisms, products, business models,
companies, even whole industries have life cycles – they’re born, they grow, they thrive, they ebb, they
die.11
For the knowledge strategist, knowledge value then becomes the vehicle – the structure, if you will – through which
the knowledge strategist serves as the enterprise-wide knowledge authority. In doing so, this KD/KS manager-leader
takes on one of the most respected roles in all of KM and knowledge services, becoming the knowledge thought
leader for the entire company, firm, or organization. With all staff – at all management and functional levels –
referring to the knowledge strategist for guidance in all matters having to do with the organization as a knowledge
culture, knowledge development and knowledge sharing succeed and thrive, and the corporation’s intellectual
capital results in organizational effectiveness, for the benefit of all stakeholders.
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